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QUESTION 1

An architect is designing a VMware solution for a customer to meet the following requirements: 

The solution must use investments in existing storage array that supports both block and file storage. 

The solution must support the ability to migrate workloads between hosts within a cluster. 

The solution must support resource management priorities. 

The solution must support the ability to connect virtual machines directly to LUNs. 

The solution should use existing 32G fabric infrastructure. 

There is no budget for additional physical hardware. 

Which design decision should the architect make to meet these requirements? 

A. The ESXi hosts will leverage Fibre Channel (FC). 

B. The ESXi hosts will leverage iSCSI. 

C. The ESXi hosts will leverage Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE). 

D. The ESXi hosts will leverage NFS. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The Chief Operating Officer (COO) at an organization raises concerns that their virtual infrastructure environment is
vulnerable. Recently, a security-related issue with a virtual machine caused all management services to become
unavailable. No budget is available in the short term for additional platform investment. An architect is asked to review
the current environment and make recommendations to mitigate concerns. 

A virtualization administrator has provided the following details: There is a single four node cluster of ESXi servers
There are two, Layer 2, physical network switches connecting resources The data center network is presented as a
single /16 subnet 

Given the information provided, which functional requirement should the architect include in the design to mitigate the
COOs concerns? 

A. The virtual infrastructure environment must connect application virtual machines and management services to new
physical network switches 

B. The virtual infrastructure environment must connect application virtual machines and management services to
separate distributed virtual switches (DVS) 

C. The virtual infrastructure environment must connect application virtual machines and management services to
separate VLANs 
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D. The virtual infrastructure environment must connect management services to a vSphere standard switch (VSS) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

There is a request for approved virtual machine applications through a new vSphere platform\\'s integrated 

automation portal. The platform was built following all provided company security guidelines and has been 

assessed against Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) regulations. 

The platform has the following characteristics: 

vRealize Operations is being used to monitor all clusters. 

There is a dedicated ESXi cluster, supporting all management services. 

-All network traffic is via distributed virtual switches (DVS). 

There is a dedicated ESXi cluster for all line-of-business applications. 

-

Network traffic is serviced by NSX-T. 

There is a dedicated ESXi cluster for virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI). 

-

Network traffic is serviced by NSX-T. 

The application owner is requesting approval to install a new service that must be protected as per the Payment Card
Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard. 

Which additional non-functional requirement should the architect include in the design to support the new service? 

A. The vSphere hosting platform and all PCI application virtual machines must be assessed against Payment Card
Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard compliance. 

B. The vSphere hosting platform and all PCI application virtual machines must be assessed for SOX compliance. 

C. The vSphere hosting platform and all PCI application virtual machine network traffic must be routed via NSX-T. 

D. The vSphere hosting platform and all PCI application virtual machines must be monitored using the vRealize
Operations Compliance Pack for Payment Card Industry. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An architect is tasked with expanding an existing VMware software-defined data center (SDDC) solution so that it can
be used to deliver a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) service off-shore development activities. 
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The production environment is currently delivered across two geographically dispersed data centers. The two data
centers are currently connected to each other through multiple diversely routed, high bandwidth and low latency links.
The current operations management components are deployed to a dedicated management cluster that is configured
with N+1 redundancy. The current VMware software-defined data center (SDDC) has a monthly availability target of
99.5%, which includes all management components. 

The customer requires that the new solution scale to support the concurrent running of 500 persistent virtual desktops.
The virtual desktops must not share the same virtual infrastructure as existing virtual machines, but can be managed
using the same VMware operations management components. Any new VDI service management components must be
installed into the management cluster. There is no requirement to back up the virtual desktops because all relevant user
data is stored centrally. The VDI service is providing business critical services and must have an availability target of
99.9%. 

Given the information from the customer, which two assumptions would the architect include in the design? (Choose
two.) 

A. The existing virtual infrastructure has sufficient capacity to host the new VDI workloads 

B. The existing operations monitoring tools have sufficient capacity to monitor the new VDI services 

C. The existing management cluster has enough available capacity to host any VDI service management component 

D. The management cluster has N+1 redundancy 

E. The VDI service has a higher service-level agreement (SLA) than the operations management SLA 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

An architect has 50 ESXi hosts to deploy and DHCP servers are not allowed on any network. Which automated host
deployment method should the architect use? 

A. Stateless vSphere Auto Deploy 

B. Stateful vSphere Auto Deploy 

C. Scripted installation 

D. Interactive installation 

Correct Answer: C 
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